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I first met Vincent Boyer together with his late father, Bernard,

back in 2007 whilst prospecting for new wines from the southern

Rhone. We met, we fell in love (with his wines) and the rest is

almost history, save for the sad passing of Bernard in 2008.

Bernard was the founder of the estate and a man of

extraordinary energy and drive and his death when still in his

early sixties was deeply felt by the family; La Gloire de mon Pere

is Vincent’s tribute to his father – it is 100% Syrah from 50 year old

vines and has a wonderful concentration of dark fruits balanced

with hints of oak.

T H I S  M O N T H ' S  W I N E S

Vincent & Stephanie Boyer

And just like that, March has shuffled away without so much as an apology, leaving a trail of near global conflict, record Covid cases

and eye–watering energy bills in its wake. Whilst I’m not entirely confident that we can expect April to bounce onto the stage to the

strains of the D-Ream classic “Things can only get better” we can but hope and in the meantime…….wine!

I was fortunate to get down to a tasting in London a couple of weeks ago and spent a happy few hours kissing a multitude of frogs in

search of the odd princess, the pick of which we have bundled together into this month’s case – we suffer so that you don’t have to!

 

Don’t forget, should you wish to re-stock with any of the wines from this or from previous months, we are happy to offer a 10% discount

on the understanding that we can deliver in tandem with the subsequent month’s case.

 

Korona Harmonia 2018

The Egri Korona Borház (Crown Wine House of Eger) is a family

winery in the Eger wine region, right next to a thermal hot spring &

it's unbelievable white cliffs. This area is renowned for its thermal

baths & its' resulting soil rich in minerals of volcanic origin.

Harmonia is a blend of the dominant blue grapes of the area, true

to the tradition of the region making wines with many varietals.

One word; JUICY with good body - ok that's more that 1 word. Fruit

& sour-cherry aroma of Menoire & Blauburger perfectly entwined

with the spiciness of Kekfrankos & fiery character of Cabernet

Sauvignon.
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Korona Borház winery and vines



Coteaux Bourguignons is a new appellation allowing fruit to
be sourced from across Burgundy and Beaujolais; in the right
hands it gives winemakers the flexibility to make some really
interesting wines at relatively modest prices.
Domaine de la Creuze Noire is a family run estate situated
between Maconnais and Beaujolais; with a commitment to
sustainability and strong environmental credentials they are
producing a range of wines including some quite delicious cru
Beaujolais. This Coteaux Bourguignons is 100% Gamay and
offers some gorgeous, soft red fruit flavours and a bright,
refreshing acidity making it perfect with white meat dishes.
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C O N N O L L Y ' S  W I N E  C L U B  S U B S C R I P T I O N

Vineyards in Domaine de la Creuze

 Vineyard at Casa Benasal Elegant

Fabulous organic red from Valencia which is new to the UK market.
The high altitude vineyards enjoy plenty of diurnal variance between
night and day leading to wines of elegance and balance. This blend of
Syrah, Monastrell and Garnacha (same as the Ams Tram Gram but in
different proportions – should make an interesting comparison) has
been naturally fermented in stainless steel before blending and ageing
in French oak barriques.

The Los Haroldos bike collection.

Casa Benasal Elegant 2020

Bodega Los Haroldos is owned by 'Familia Falasco' who have

over 70 years' experience producing fine wines. Their history

began in 1939 when Octavio Rufino Falasco emigrated to

Argentina and initially sold his wine around the streets of

Buenos Aires from a barrel on the front of a bike which still

occupies pride of place in the winery. Over time he bought a

bigger bike (also pictured) and ultimately land vineyards

before establishing a winery in San Martin, East Mendoza.

With origins in Italy, Bonarda is Argentina's second most

widely planted grape but still to be fully discovered in the UK.

This Roble is a cracking example of this fruit forward grape.

Plenty of blueberry and strawberry fruit on the nose, with

hints of cinnamon, cherry tobacco and plum fruits on the

palate.
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Coteaux Bourguignons, Domaine de la Creuze

Noire 2019

Ams Tram Gram, Les Sacres Rebus Rouge 2020
Laurent Calmel and Jerome Joseph set up this high quality negociant

business as recently as 1995, focussing on the frequently fabulous but

often under-valued vineyards that surround their Languedoc base. To

our shame, we only discovered them last year but the Carignan, Pinot

Noir and Roussanne that we now list have already gained numerous

fans.

Ams Tram Gram (the name comes from a children’s rhyme) is a classic

Grenache/Syrah/Mourvedre blend but, like all of the C & J wines,

carefully handled and elegantly balanced. Aged in concrete vats, this is

full of bright, red fruit flavours with a lovely depth and length.


